
17. Helmholtz EquationThe Helmholtz equation, or reduced wave equation, has the form�u+ k2u = 0: (1)It takes its name from the German physicist Hermann von Helmholtz (1821{1894), a pioneer inacoustics, electromagnetism and physiology. The equation arises naturally when one is looking formono-frequency or time-harmonic solutions to the wave equation (! ref ). Ifu(x; t) = v(x) e�i!tsatis�es utt = c2�u, then v satis�es (1) with k = !=c, hence the name reduced wave equation.Time-harmonic waves are of fundamental importance in applications as diverse as noise scattering,radar and sonar technology and seismology.The quantity k is the wave number. It is often real and constant, but it can be complex if the mediumof propagation is energy absorbing, or a function of space if the medium is inhomogeneous. At lowwave numbers, (1) behaves very much like the Laplace equation (! ref ). However, solutions atlarge wave number are highly oscillatory, and this causes a great increase in complexity of analyticaland numerical methods. Special approximation theories (e.g. Kirchho� theory, geometrical optics)have been developed for such cases that yield good results at su�ciently high wave numbers.Many applications of (1) involve unbounded domains. As an example, consider scattering froma bounded obstacle D � IRd. Given an incident �eld ui that is a solution to (1) in IRd, theproblem is to �nd the scattered �eld us such that the total �eld ut = ui + us satis�es (1)in IRd n D as well as a boundary condition on @D. Most often one of the boundary condi-

Fig. 1: Scattering of a plane wave
tions ut = 0 or @ut@n = 0 (2)on @D, i.e. either Dirichlet or Neumannboundary conditions, is appropriate (n de-notes the outward normal on @D). However,this boundary value problem is not yet well-posed. There is no control of energy prop-agating inward from in�nity, and thus solu-tions are non-unique. To make the problemwell-posed we impose the Sommer�eld radi-ation condition, introduced by Arnold Som-merfeld in 1896,@us@r � ik us = O(r�(1+d)=2) as r !1: (3)This ensures that the scattered wave is outgo-ing, that is, propagates away from the obsta-cle. Figure 1 shows an example of this kindwith a Dirichlet boundary condition and aplane wave incident from the left.23 March 2001: Tilo Arens
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The boundary value problem (1){(3) involvesthe in�nite d-dimensional domain IRd n Dand also the (d � 1)-dimensional surface @D.Boundary integral equations, which reduce theboundary value problem to an integral equa-tion on @D, are popular analytical and numer-ical tools because they reduce the complexityof the problem, provided k is independent ofx. Figure 1 was computed in this way.The scattering problem just described is a di-rect problem: given the obstacle and the inci-dent �eld, �nd the scattered �eld. Of possiblyeven greater importance for applications andmathematically more challenging is the corre-sponding inverse problem: given the scattered�elds for a number of incident �elds, deducethe shape of the obstacle.Another application of (1) is to the studyof waveguides. Waveguides are devices thattransmit acoustic or electromagnetic energy,but they typically do so only at certain dis-crete frequencies. As an example, considera simple acoustic waveguide, a long straightpipe with cross-section D � IR2. To analyseits behavior we have to �nd k and the corre-sponding mode u such that �u+ k2u = 0 in D and @u=@n = 0 on @D. In other words we have aneigenvalue problem for the Laplace equation (! ref ). In the case where D is a circular disk, wecan solve this problem analytically by introducing polar coordinates (r; ') and using separation ofvariables. This yields u(r; ') = eim' Jm(km;nr);with m = 0; 1; 2; : : : and k = km;n, the n-th positive zero of the derivative of the m-th order Besselfunction of the �rst kind, Jm. Some of these solutions are plotted in Figure 2.
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